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  1. Where was Pavarotti born?

Modena

Rome

Palermo 

2. Pavarotti wasn't only or always a famous opera singer. Which of the following jobs did he NOT do at some
point during his life?

Magician 

Teacher

Actor

3. What was Pavarotti's signature trademark?

A handkerchief

A cane

A top hat

4. Pavarotti was known as "The King of:

the High C

Italian Opera

the Octave

5. How much was Pavarotti's worth when he died?

$305 million dollars

$275 million dollars
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$375 million dollars

6. What did Pavarotti die of?

Pancreatic cancer

Adenovirus Infection

Diabetes mellitus

7. Pavarotti's childhood dream was to become:

A cricketer

A dancer

A football goalkeeper

8. Pavarotti married his personal assistant, Nicoletta, in 2003, by which time they already had a daughter.
What was her name?

Lorenza Pavarotti

Alice Pavarotti

Cristina Pavarotti

9. When did Pavarotti die?

2007

2008

2012

10. During his career, Pavarotti sang with many other famous singers from around the globe. Which of the
following did he NEVER perform with?

Liza Minnelli

Johnny Cash

James Brown
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Right answers

  1. Where was Pavarotti born?
  Modena
  2. Pavarotti wasn't only or always a famous opera singer. Which of the following jobs did he NOT do at
some point during his life?
  Magician 
  3. What was Pavarotti's signature trademark?
  A handkerchief
  4. Pavarotti was known as "The King of:
  the High C
  5. How much was Pavarotti's worth when he died?
  $275 million dollars
  6. What did Pavarotti die of?
  Pancreatic cancer
  7. Pavarotti's childhood dream was to become:
  A football goalkeeper
  8. Pavarotti married his personal assistant, Nicoletta, in 2003, by which time they already had a
daughter. What was her name?
  Alice Pavarotti
  9. When did Pavarotti die?
  2007
  10. During his career, Pavarotti sang with many other famous singers from around the globe. Which of
the following did he NEVER perform with?
  Johnny Cash
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